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TODAY'S WEATHER
through
cloudy
Partly
tomorrow with mild days and cool
nights. High today mid 70s. Low in
the low 50s. ortheasterly winds
10-15 mph.
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Placement , C_
to merge services
By Benjamin Waksman
Oracle Staff Writer

USF counseling services
have been further consolidated
following the merger of the
Career Planning and Placement
Center and Cooperative
Education Services announced
yesterday.

Miss Uhuru
Deb Head of the lbada Club I presents a gift to the new
Miss Uhuru, Claretha Saulter. (See related .story, page 3).

Dr. Joe Howell, vice
president for Student Affairs,
said yesterday the step needed
to be taken because both
services essentially were doing
the same thing.
Howell said Don Colby,
present director of the Career
Planning and Placement, will
head the joint services and will
be assisted by Glenda Lentz,
Co-op Education director
training-~oordinator. George
Co-op
Miller, 1 former
Education director, will work

If a student needs
money he has three
alternatives. · He can
steal it, borrow it or
he can go. to work.
-Joe Howell
in University Relations.

"If a student needs money he
has three alternatives," Howell
said. "He can steal it, borrow it
or he can go to work ."
"If he wants to go to work,"
Howell said, a student would
get much better services out of
an organization that could fiIJd
him a full-time or part-time job
without going through too
much red tape or traveling
through countless offices.
Howell said implementation

Walbolt defines activities
By Christy Barbee
Oracle Staff Writer

and budgeting and would
oversee the programs of those
organization·s m Student
Activities.
The SFC chairman would
have signatory power over

Dan Walbolt, vice president
for Student Affairs; yesterday
defined "Student Activities"
the
explained
an·d
administrative role of the
Student Finance Committee
(SFC) in the newlyimplemented Activity and
Service Fee (ASF).
In a written response to a
By Tom Palmer
request from SG Secretary of
Oracle Staff Writer
Finance · Robert Sechen ,
F acuity terminations pass
Walbolt said · Student
thr_o ugh many hands before
Government, college councils
reaching the desk of Carl
and ·" those accounts which are
Riggs, vice president. for
officially recognized student
Academic Affairs, for
-organizations" are designated
approval.
Student Activities and qualify
Many of the real problems
for a portion of ASF.
involving terminations exist at
Accounts which require fullthe dep;mmem level in the
time staff, permanent facilities
methods of evaluating faculty.
and long-term commitments
Questions ·relating to
by the University are not
methodology go beyond
classified as Student Activities,
whether _the evaluation takes
the letter said.
the form of student evaluations,
Sechen said yesterday
peer evaluations or any
Walbolt's definition of Student
combination of methods.
Activities requests the SFC
Some faculty members fed
fund · "special interest
the Administration goes
groups ... rather than funding
objective
beyond
activities.
considerations of academic and
"Apparently that's what Dr .._ professional performance into a:Howell wants, '' Sechen said. - hazy world of departmental
"Apparently he wants us to
politics and personalities.
fund ·special interests."
Several faculty members
. T he SFC's· responsibility,
from different colleges at USF
according to Walbolt, would be
reported this is a real problem .
-to act as central' administrative
and said it sometimes gets to the
and coordinating l;)ody for
point .that'time is di verted from
accounts compnsmg the
teaching and research and is
Student Activities ;unit.
in
spent _ engaging
· The SFC would also act as a
' intradepartmental intrigues.
"resource body" to assist the Aside from the fact that such
vanous accounts m · planning , distractions are not d~ing

expenditures and transfers,
along with a Student Affairs
officer.
Sechen said . yesterday he
would not know the present
SFC's decision on whether to

would not be on a trial basis but
would be established
permanently, "hopefully by
Qtr. 2" ·
"It will work," Howell said,
adding that a similar system at
Florida State University had
proved successful. ·
The vice president said there
had been many instances irrthe
past where a student had gone
to both departments only to get
the same or similar information
without coordination. He also
cited an ocass1on where
company executives had been
forced to make separate trips to
USF to give aifferent talks
about work opportunities to
different groups within the two
counseling centers. Howell
indicated duplication of this
sort wou'ld be eliminated after
the merger.
In an apparent first step
toward consolidation, both
services moved into the Andros
Classroom Building along with
other counseling groups andbegan to share their libraries.

accept the administration offer
until the committee meets again
Monday. SFC met yesterday · ·Howell · said that more
but Sechen did not receive information on changes of setWal bolt's letter until after the 2 up and reorganization, if any"
would be forthcoming.
p.m. meeting.

IEvaluation methods subjective I
Editor's Note: The second and
concluding article of this series on
faculty rights today examines
"hidden" terminations because of
resignation.

anything to improve the
quality of instruction, they said
knowing someone doesn 't like
them _;m d is able to harm their
career adds an air of
apprehension to the , daily
working conditions of the
faculty.
For instance, in the most
widely known case pending
U niversi"ty -,
the
against
involving tennis instn'.lctor
Phillip Ortwein, it has been
alleged that personal
differences between him and
. his department chairman had
·more to do with the
"termination than anything else.
Ortwein's case is· unusuai
only to the ex_tent that he took
it to court, not · wjlling to
meekly accept his termination
nqtice and leave. Many former
faculty me!"Ilbers did leave after
receiving termmat1on notices.
The exact number of faculty
who have been terminated ·is.
unknown, but the information
will be included in documents

being prepared by the
University at the request of the
for E dward
attorneys
McDonald, a former professor
of Afro-American Studies.
This is also information long
sought by the American
Federation of Teachers
(AFT).
Resignation is the course of
many faculty members
confronted with termination
( or dismissal, if tney 're
tenured), including McDonald,

who now claims he was
pressured into resigning.
By resigning, :i faculty
member has no record of being
terminated, none of the
embarrassing publicity which
a
accompanies
sometimes
disciplinary hearing (branding
him a troublemaker in the eyes
of prospective employers) and,
'
no job.
After res1gnmg, some
faculty members will never
admit they ever faced
termination. Others admitted
it, but only after assurances that
their names would not be used
in this article.
In ·fact, many of them are
Continued on page 3

8alclwin services
Memorial sen~ices for Isaiah Baldwin will -be held
tonight at 7:30 in the Episcipal Student Center.
_ Baldwin, an 18-year-old sophomore from Pensacola
: , and president of the USF Afro-American Society, was
- ··· killed Saturday · night in- an . automobile accident in
· ,.. Tallahasee.
Father Edwin Smith, Religious Studies, will conduct
the services.
Information concerning the service is ava,ilable at the
·
_Episcopal Center, phone 988-6928.

- • .a...
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Stu-d ents gain right to· elect
ATHENS (UPI)-Students
singing "Hail, 0 hail,
freedom" scuffled with
government supporters and
. police at Athens University
yesterday, in the first election
of student ·1eaders since the
196 7 army coup.
Police eventually broke up
the voting at the Polytechnic
School · of Athens and · .the
university's law · school and
_
evicted the students.
Government spokesman
~yron Stamatopo,ulos blamed
the incidents on Communists,
anarchists and "jealous"
persons. Students put the blame
on plainclothesmen infiltrating
their ranks.
"There are as many as 200
plainclothesmen inside the law
school acting as students," one
youth told reporters. "We can
. tell who are the po1ice because
, of their short haircuts."

·
The voting was the first · W Id W'd
1
.da U
or , J e~. . ...,.;.;
since the present regime seized · [
'---Rar_
t .~
power five years . ago and
North Vietnamese negotiators
· installed its own appointees as
t-0 begin what could ~e the final
officials of the student union.
The government granted round of talks for ending the
students the right to elect their Vietnam war.
own officials following a series
of· protest demonstrations
FBI director
earliel'. this year.
NEW LONDON, Conn.
Bombing continues
(UPl)~Acting FBi Director L.
SAIGON (UPl)-American
Patr.ick Gray Ill "'as
B52 bombers dropped 1,250
yesterd_a y
pospitalized
tons . of explosives on
following an attack of
Commtini~t posmons near
abdominal pains at his home in
Quang Tri City in northern
nearby Stonington.
South Vietnam trying to break
Fonda
up a nine-day~old shelling
NEW YORK (UPl)~ttack against South
Actress Jane Fonda, a leading
Vietnamese troops, the U.S.
antiwar activist, has been asked
command said yesterday.
by actor Theodore Bike'l not to
While the bombs continued
attend a Palestinian film festival ·
to fall . on Indochina,
in Iraq becal:lse . her presence
Henry
advisor
presidential
woul_d "most certainly b~
Kissinger met in Paris with

rJ

Equal ~rights· amendment

.
'
.
guilty and then impose
TALLAHASSEE (UPI)death
punishment--i:he
Gov. Reubin Askew said
sentence or life in prison.
yesterday the legislature
·common sense'
should • ratify the "women's
(Up I) __A
TAM p A
Askew said. 25 legislatures will
rights" amendment to the U.S.
next .week
meet between now and the time suggestion yesterday by
Constitution
Florida's lawmakers gather in Hillsborough County Shetiff
because i.t has a "very
Malcolm Beard that the colmty
important place'' in the
reg~lar session next April.
Constitution. Ask-ew! two trial plan take over operation of the city
Senate .President-Designate
jail and that the booking and
Mallory E: Horne; OTALLAHASSEE (UPI)- processing . dep 4rtments be
T allahassee, said last week
Askew's consolidated was met with a
R~ubm
Gov.
. opposition to the amendment is • committee O n ca Pit a 1 cool reception from Police ·
building. .,
p~nishment voted 6-4 Chief J.G. Littleton.
' Askew noted that 22 states
Beard, acting chairman of the
yesterda Y to recommend
of
Board
have already approved' the
reinstating the death penalty in · Hillsborough
equal ·rights amendment. It
a two-trial plan that would take Corrections, said he saw the
takes 38 states to officially
the question of life or death out changes as "common sense. " ·
adopt the amendment, and · of the hands of the jury.
' "I'm not in favor of making
Under the proposed changeforthesakeofchange,"
bifurcated trial plan, a jury -Littleton said. "If it's for an
would first determine the guilt improvement, certainly. ''
Beard said the · proposal
or innocence of a defendant
accused of murder. A three- would eliminate duplicatiqn
judge panel would. hear and lead to more efficient
evidence on a1_1y "mitigating" operation under statewide
or ·' ' a g gr a v a ting ' ' circum- court reform that takes effect
·
found . Jan. l.
those
stances : of
About 100 students began a
candlelight mar.ch at.9 p.m. last
night and walked quietly
around the campus dorms
gathering marchers.
STEREO REPAIR
The march was in response
factory authorized service
to the shooting death of two
students at Southern
University last Thursday
during a protest for more
CASSETTES.
RECEIVERS
'control of the University.
8 TRACK
TUR~TABLES
RADIO
-FOR Y O U R - - - - - ' TAPE RECORDERS

,State,~ , I
_.___-Rap1' LJp_J

construed as endorsement of
such obscenities as the Munich
massacre."

, Court refuses case
WASHINGTON (UPl)-ln
a "spare, the rod and spoil the
child" case, the Supreme Coµrt
refused yesterday to hear
arguments that paddling public
school students without
parental permission · is
,,
unconstitutional.
Without comment, the
justices turned down an appeal
by two Dallas fathers and their
sons who had unsuccessfully
challenged the practice in
Texas as "cruel and unusual
punishment."

Indians Protest
(UPl)-A
DENVER
spokesman has announc~d the

American Indian Movement
(AIM) will make publk
documents taken from the
Bureau of Indians Affai,r~
building at Washington ~t,i j~
WO'.)
this month.
Dennis J. Banks, natiopal
field director for AIM, said the
- papers would show that five
major U.S. corporation·s
cheated lndiaos in negotiations
to obtain mineral rights and
mining privileges. Spokesmen
for each of the firms
have denied any
firms
wrongdoing. Also several
.items stolen from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs Building in
Washington , have been
recovered at Haskell Junior
Colleg€;, the FBI said today,
but no students at that ·
institution were linked ·to the
incident.

-CONTRIBUTIONS FOR

SOUTH FLORIDA REVIEW
are now being accepted
• Literary Contributions • Poetry
• Artwork
• Prose
· Submit your contributions for 1973 Edition of the South
Florida Review. Contributors must be student, staff, or
faculty. Submit all unpublished contributions to Office of
Student Publication. LAN 472

Silent

march

quiet

TAM TRONICS

fNFQRMATfQN
Sierra Club The Sierra Club will ·meet today at
7:30 p.m. in Uc 215. Anyone
interested in working on a conservation'.
project is invited to attend.

Photo Club
The scheduled Wednesday meeting
of the Photo Club has been cancelled.
The next meeting will be Nov. 29.

Materials Center
The Instructional Materials Center
in EDU 113 will be open until 9 p.m.
Wednesday· but will be closed
T hursday and Friday, Thanksgiving
holidays. The center will re-open
Monday at its regular hours.

·•

.

Management Seminar
Dr. David C. McClelland of
Harvard University will conduct a
, "Management · and ' Motivation"
seminar for management students and
faculty totiay. For more information
contact Dr. Stanley Birkin, ext. 2960.

REPAIRS GUARANTEED

5101 E BUSCH

PH 988-2713

BLVD

-SOLID STATE SALES & SERVICE
•

STEREO

I

•

•

-WORLD

988-7059
OPEN
4812 BUSCH BLVD.
9 - 10:30
COME ON IN FOR A GLASS OF WINE,
WE'RE' WAITING FOR YO(!I.
SERVICE CHARGES
$5 - MINOR
$15 - AVERAGE
$25 - MAJOR

75 WATT RMS
speaker &
enclosure

$

165

STEREO WORLD SAVES YOU s 123. 80
NIKKO 4010 55 WATTS
RMS ·AM/FM RECEIVER ................. List $239.95
GARRARD 42 MP TURNTABLE
INCLUDES DUST COVE_R, BASE
& PICKERING V15 ATE-4
$95.85
CARTRIDGE ....•...................... List
l SET BDI 77 ,3--WAY SPEAKER
SYSTEM WITH 10" WOOFER 3½"
., CLOSED BACK MIDRANGE ~
3½" CONE TYPE TWEETER .. .... , .... ... List $137.95
SYSTEM LIST TOT AL ........ ...... .... . ...... $473.75
'CTCREO
WORLD LOW PRICE .. .., _. ... .. .. .. . , , , , $349.95
·$123.80
SAVINGS
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Ortwein refuses
offer to
.

'

what he charged was complete
deprivatipn of any cost of
living increase since coming
to USF in 1966, amounting to
about $7,700.

Phillip Ortwein, USF tennis
instructor fighting a battl~ in
Feaeral Cour.t against
'termination by the Univer-sity,
said ' yesterday he has refused <!
·t1i\tv_ersiry offer to settle out of
court.
forr.Atcording to Ortwein ~nd
h'1 ·attorney, Richard Frank,
the lJ_niversity offered to let
Ortwein resign, effective June
30, 1973; and to expunge his
record of the charges made by
Richard Bowers, chairman -of
the·· Physical Education
Depar.tment.
lri turning down the
University's offer~· Ortwein
said he wanted back pay for

~·

p<
.,.lil( .·.

Ortwein also charged his
name was being left out of class
schedules, with "Staff' being
put instead of his name . .
Larry Robinson, USF
General Counsel, verified an
attempt had been made to settle - out of court, but when asked
for details said, "None of your
business.'; Since no settlement
was accepted, Ortwein's case
will resume next week in
Federal 'Court.

;·

Miss Uhuru
and second runner-up Lillie Ann Duncan.

F.rom left to right, first runner-up Essie
Mathis, Miss Uhuru, ·Claretha Saulter,

Oracle ·photo by Jerry'Litynsk(

Miss Uh-uru ·crowned

-

By Bill Nottingham
Oracle S'taff Writer

The Afro-American Society
crowned Claretha Saulter Miss
Black Uhuru for 1972-73 amid
gala- f~stivities at the
dow)Jtown Tampa Holiday
Inn Friday night. ,
·_
The 18-year.:old ' freshman
political science major said she
was _ "really surprised and
happy" about her selection a&
: the third annual Miss U ruhu'.
She didn't think the title
woufd change her very much:
"I have to keep the Claretha'
part of me separate from the
Miss U ruhu part, because
above all, I've got to be
myself/' sl}.e said.

First runner-up m the
First and second runner-ups
contest was Lillie Ann Duncan,
were presented gifts and ·
a sophomore maforing in
flowers
from
vanou's
physical education, and.second
orgamzat1ons and service
runner-up was Essie Mathis, a - clubs.
freshman in basic studies. Eight USF girls vied for the _ After Miss Uruhu was
announced the 1971- 72 Miss
title in the week-long contest of
Black
U ruhu, Marjorie
talent, personality
and
Royster,
presented
her with a
beauty. crown
and
flowers.
As the coronation opened,
The coronation ended as the
the audience sang the · Black
National Anthem, led by
new queen promenaded
master of ceremonies Charles
through the audience with
· Haugabrooks. After the everyone singing "Young,
contestants w~re introduced, - • Gifted ,and Black.''
USF student Ed Cooper read a
p.o .em entitled "Safire;' '
· Ab9ut 125 students and
faculty attended the cermonies
dedicated to ,black women all
and dance.
over the world.

-CAMPUS CYCLERY
,

5224 FOWLER
988-9316 .

, Oracle photo by Jerry litynski

"The Graduat~•
Joe Warren, photogr~pher~ takes photos of Martha
Marconi, USF student -for the 'The Graduate,' USF's
senior yearbook. Photos will be taken today, -Wednesday
_and all next week from 9 ·a.m.-6 p.m. at the Argos
Center in the Fireside Lounge.

BICYCLE
SALES

1/2 _Mile East

Qnd

From USF

REPAIRS

Eva-l uation----

- "Termin.a tions aren't
Continued from· page 1
unusu_al or something which is
uneasy, but they have a right to . going · to put _a mark on
, be. They have. families to someone's_record," .he said.
support and a chance to resume
However, Jrving Deer,
their careers elsewhere, finding president of the· local AFT
survival easier beyond the glare chapter, said; "What is he
of publicity.
talking about? Nobody come-s
here exp~cting to be fired in a
Riggs said he is in the process couple of years!"
of establishing a new set of This is not to assume that
minim.um procedural standards some faculty members
for faculty evaluation and shouldn't be terminated or that
hopes to'· have it ready 'for . good reasons don't exist for
implementation by next fall.
termination.
lncompeten·ce
or
His proposal is awaiting
approval froni the_Council pf unprofessional . conduct, - if
University Presidents. Upon defined properly, can be cause
implementation, Riggs said ·he for termination via proper
will make sure all faculty procedural char:mels, and only
members understand these new via proper procedures.
Howe-ver,
terminat~ons
procedures.
Riggs said he prefers a based on evaluations laced with
system in which faculty personal bias or ~hich dwell on
members can react separately to public_ation are something else
the recommendations of agam.
F acuity evaluations of some
department chairmen and
college deans, adding he would sort are probably necessary in
also listen.
making many administraffve
· Pres. Cecil Mackey said he decisions about te!]ure, pay or.
expects a certain amount of promotion, but the current
is
apparently
te!minations among each new process
unsatisfactory
at
least
in some
group of faculty the University
departments.
hires.

·RAINBOW
Weekend Movie
B.S.A.

FRI. - SAT. 7:30 & · 10:00

SUN. 7:30

504 with I.D.
~y S.E.A.C.

-'

Attention BOWLERS-

:SWEETHEART NIGHT
AT FLORIDA .LANES ,
.

I

•

, -10400 FLORIDA VE.

Each Thursday Evening, 9:00 P.M. 'til ·1:00 A.M.
· for each game Man bc,wls·at regular price, Sweetheart bowls one Free.
932-6161

J

J

..

!
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D r. .R ig gs : The el us iv e b u tt er fly _
If .one believed in reincarnation it
would be logical to anticipate that Dr.
Gari Riggs, Vice President for
Academic-Affairs, would come back as .
. the butterfly. The man gets much
practice at being elusive in his present
position.

rare . instan ces it wou Id be
understandable but it has been a nagging
problem for at least a year despite
repeated appeals for more cooperation.

The problem is hardly uniq ue ·with
Dr. Riggs. but he does seem to be better
at it than most. We recogni ze that he is a
busy man, but we think that if he tried a

Stated simply the problem concerns
Dr. Riggs inaccessibility . We abhor
self-serving crusades but the problem is
much larger in scope than a -reporter
having a tough time getting an answer
or a comment from Riggs in order to
complete a story. What is at issue is a·
USF top administrator repeatedly (and
quite successfully) ignoring questions
about matters which concern large
numbers of students and faculty.

. l

little harder he could be •mo.., ?
cooperative - with students and their
legitimate right to ask questio ns and
receive answers .

lie can't .see you
to.day becau ~e .. _

To begin with it is extremely difficultto ever get past his secretary. Often a
curt "oh . he doesn't know anything
about that'' is the beginning and end of a
conversation. Requests for Dr. Riggs to
return a call are often ignored or
returned too late to meet a deadline.
Most secretaries are fiercely loyal and
protective of the boss 's time but in this
case the protection is a little extreme. It
appears that the strict grilling of callers
is ordered by the boss himself.
If such behavior were the case only in

====letters================:;:::===
Cut athletics!
'Editor:
In our ·seemingly never ending quest
to graduate from college, we have once
again come to that time in our academi<::
life in which we must decide what we
shall allow the University to thrust
upon us.
How many students really enjoy or
get ·any benefit from such an inefficient
registration in the gym. One _wonders,
however, why the proper officials have
.not taken difinite steps to instigate a
registrat~on-=which
-commputerized
should be the most logical method since
it would cut out a tre!Ilendous amount
of work on the part of the staff involved
in the process as well as the students.
The time and effort needed for
registration would also be drastically
reduced.
How often has it been the case that
students have waited in a line only to
find out that the course they desired was
closed? Ho·w often can one look about
and see other students registering before
their appointed time--the majority seem
to be honest, but those sho_aren't don't
make the process any easier or less
frustrating for _the rest of us.

Don 't cry
Editor:
students are given, in effect, three entire
I have l)eard that students of USF are
days to register while others have saying that Student Govern ment does
merely one hour .· A student who not represent them. I have heard that
registers the first day, once his cards are students _are crying that the Student
in hand, can turn them in any time from Association Legislature is juvenile,
then till the last hour of the last day of foolis_h, fatuous and does not re.fleet the
pre-registration. Those who are wishes of the Senators' constituencies. It
unfortunate enough to have · an · has even · been s:,.id that Student
appointment time on the last day Govern ment is irrelevant!
obviously do not have this opport unity.
It is quite possivle that these char~es
are
Last, and definitely not least of all, are true. ·Indeed, some of them
nt
Stude
one wonders how a University can. cut almos t truisµi s. But
ture and
as much money from teaching funding Government, from the Legisla
nt,
Preside
the
to
r
membe
junior
as USF has done. Isn't the objective of its most
·
is not to blame.
the university supposed to be to teach?
In the General Election of January,
If funqs must be cut--and reports do
indicate that they rriust-why not -take 1971, there were approximately 4,000
the money out of administrative or ballots cast for President in a full-time
athletic funds and leave the students the enrollment of about 16,000--those
necessary teachers for the desired ballots comprised about 25 per cent of
the Student Body.
courses?
In the General Election of January,
Judith R . Gessner
3 DDS
1972, there were 2,328 votes cast for

0R A. C.L E

ANPA PACEM AKER AWARD 1967, 1969
ACP ALL-AM ERICAN . SINCE 1967
Published four times -weekly, Tuesday
through Friday, durin~ the academic year
period September through mid.June; twice :
weekly on Tuesdays and Thursdays during
the academic year period mid-June, through
August, by the University of South Florida,
4202 Fowler Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33620.
Second class postage paid at Tampa, Fla.
Printed by Peerless Printe~ . Inc .• Tampa.

Editor . ...... . .' . . . .... . . . . Grant Donaldson
Managing Editor . .. : . : . . ... .. Robert_Fiallo
Michael Kilgore
News Editor ... . , . .... , .
Sports Editor .. . . .. ... . .. .David Moonnann
Activities Editor . . . . . . .. . .... . .. Lisa Smith
Advertising Manager . . . . . ... . .. .. . Bill Kopf

Probab ly the most unfair aspe~t of
our current system is the fact _that some
This public document was
promulgated at an annual co~t of.
$147,208.42, or 9¢ per copy, to·
disseminate news to the·students,
staff and faculty of the U niversi~y ·
of South Florida. (F otty per cent
of the per iss.ue cost is offset by
advertising revenue.)

the Presidential candidates out of
18,000 students-- a figure comprising
only l j per cent of the . (ull-time
enrollment of this University.
In the Sp.ecial Election of Octobe r 11,
1972, there were 1,395 votes cast fot
some 78 Senatorial candidates, which
1,395 votes comprised approximately
930 ba-llots, or voters , which figures out
to._some 5._166 per cent of the full-time
enrollment of USF.
Don't cry to me that your Student
·Gover nment is unrepresentative. Don 't
con:iplain iri'°my hearing that the SG
Legislature is juvenile, foolish and does
not reflect the views of the Student
Body!
If you don't like it, get oufand change
it! You don't have to run for office; you
don't have to campaign. Just pick a
candidate--and vote!
Randolph S. Sonnenbt1rg

Mail -Suhscri prion, S2 fo r Q rrs. I. l . 3: SI for (Jrr. {·.
O ffice of Sruden r Puhlicarion s. !Ji rccro r I.co Srnlnakcr Ir: J: A:\'
4 72 . phone 974-26 17. Newsroom. L AI\ -Hi9. phone 97{ -16 19:
Ad".errisin!?, L A 1 4.72 . phone 974 -2620.
IJeadl;nes: • Adverris mg. (wirh proof) ·11rnrsday noon
Tuesday issue, Friday noon fo r \\'cdncsda~· issue. .\looday noon
fo r T hursday issue. T ucsdar noon fo r F riday issue.· Dc·,d lincs
ex tended one day witho ut proof. G eneral news. 3 p.m. da il i· for .
fo llowing day issue. C las,lfied ads will be ~Jkcn H a. m . ro noon l
d ays l>efo re publication . in person or by mail with paymc11t
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EYES OF BLUE?"
"HENRY , BE FRANK WITH ME IS THE LOVELIGHT DYING IN YOUR

encl'lsed.
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FLORILAND MALL

Debbie· Norton
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"When Mr·: -O~t~ei~ ;as.~ position is now. His court date
aw~re-of an,ineredible'injustice
employed in 1966, he had been i~ set for Nov. 2 7, where.he will
935-1-187
that -~· a maj~i:ity · of -students
.. out of ·the mainstream -""of find out for sure whether or not M-F 8 am - 9 pm··
. don't .even k_now: ~bout. ~I'm .
AUTO RATES
Physical Education for sev~ral he is fired. But why do they Sat_Noon-6
·
sp _a'IB_n g ofthePhillip Ortwein
years." (Then why did they want to fire him? Not any of
? lie Administration case. . hire him in the first place?) · their reason's' hold up through
Mr,_ Ortwein, previously a
"The ~mire P.E. Division invest?igation. When I first got
principal of a high school, was ·
facul~y was _recently given the inv9lved with this case,. I was
hired· from that job · six years
opportunity - to vote · on sure there had to be more to it.
BE WHAT YOU WANT TO
ago to become . an . assistant
retaining or terminati'ng Mr. But believe me, l have not only
BE AND BE ONE OF THE
proJessor of Physical
Ortwein. The vote was three . read through all of Mr.
BEST. -SEE THE NAVY
Education. Since then he taught
for ·and ni~e against his
Ort w.e in' s
f i I es
and
OFFICER PROCUREMENT
courses in weight . training,
continuing _ ~mployment.
memorandums and his
TEAM TODAY . AND
· tepni_s, special condition'ing and · Three· abstained: (This · 'vote'
lawyer's papers, but I have also
TOMORROW. 9:00 AM TO
also the Furicti<?nal Physical
'was taken against ' the normal
read through Mr. Dick
Education program. He
policy, which - is · the secret
Bowers' synopsis of this case
3:00 PM
015.
received the highest student
ballot.) ·
which he had prepared . to
evaluations in the lect~re series,
After recei~ihg this list of present as evidence at the
--and.has -had most of the highest .
reasons, Mr. Ortwein was sent
University-trial.
We also make_xerox c'opies . .
No extra chcirge for colored bond i
student ..' ·evaluatiotis : in ; the . a ·letter oL r~s1gnation, fr~Ql
So _after researching both
paper
.
!
I
: department.'. from
his -other·'. . Carl-Riggs; Vice president for
sides'of this case, I have come to .
::t--4--il. ~ Sciles letters
. • E~velopes
·;.~ ,. cl~sses. _:'._..-.• ~ -~
. . .
'>. Academic <Affairs, requmng the more th_a n "o bvious
. .
.
.
:
\;'.'~ - :(~r~e~_
' _a_~_o - _Mr: _·~- only Or_t\V~i11:~._s.s~g~ature . ..· . '. conclusi?n · ~~~t . ~n ~xcellent ·- 1 ~ .. ;,"':41!'~~/
• Forms
• Handbills . . '
Qrffi,~_lll ,rec~1yeo a.letter _from - ....: An9tl),'~r,·-· ·me~tmg with
teacher 1s bemg d1sm1ssed for . . ~
. -0-._
· Vie Do QUALITY
• Notices ·
• Post Carel,
_Q f'.th,e .· , .:: Bo~ers.~ ~~.:~Q~i~.fij'.', sp~e-- .:; uqkgo~_ri r~asons.
,.
. ~.
! . :
==~an• 1
~ -~:..-Pbyst ;'Ed:.~Dept., _,infotming _; ·-.hope oheta'i,n ing'h~s'p<)Srtion-as : :.. ' Here's . ·some ':points· qf .· £.:-1
µ'-:/~Na---..,...
•t•
.,·
..
•
Data
Sh!Hltl
•
Cost
Sheets
,.-;~ r.h• -.~-!.':;-J:,..,.,,.y,...,.('- wcto,:, .. • . : _,
,";,.
••
,,.,•,._,:f-.:;
c':
•"1'\.,
• .,-~•• ~·
/
•1 -.r • d h •'
-~--'"''
~
Ord
'
i.~;;J~F~it:ff:~~t ~--~y'.~ld. ·. b'e '.'. a
~~afi2 .. >!nl~!e~!:rhat]a so ioun int _rt .:
-u.:.i..-~ . . . -·
. er .Forms ·-· .• Pri~• Lists . .
:{t/ ~•.q~r,:¥,·>:'.m··~;--~~~··.·:IRO~ths,. _., -Bow~r.r~~~lf~S~;@ \9~~~·~ go;" rCfO.~~s: : ..
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. -, .. to apply for enrollment for Qtr. 2- is
those nominated, so y9u will~ able to
. ':" .- Dec:- 4: New: srudents cleared by the
decide befo.x:ehandfor whom.you want
· -Admissions Office will register on Jan.
to ·.vote. -Ballots will be·.available from
·2 and 5. Classes for all ·student~ begin · ·, Nov. 27-30atthesamel~cations where
on Jan. 4. A special Student application
nominations rook place. Vodng will be
· for non-degree seeking applicants is nor
in person only. Please vote wi~hin your
. . · governed by the above deadline. The
own unit.
student can enroll by·attending the first ·
. I dass sssion on a space available basis
after be_ing granted permission by the
instructor.
Princeton ·s~rvey Research Center,
~·- . Inc. is seeking · faculty and / or rhejr
spouses to con~ucr personal interviews \_ ~ for the Ga_l}up ' PolL _P ermanent part- . · ·,:
; .- .-r timc .: int~rviewets . are ·needed . for . ·?-~
-: ·regular · monthly assignments in rhe ·. _ ·
· ·ard-of_St . .Perei:sburg. Fle_X:ibteeveriing '!-·and week~end h~urs. $2 per h~ur pl~s•-·. ~Y
• • ' ·9!i,'p~rm1le traveii°'gexpenses. W.ri_reto '·,
:· 'the above at P .O Bqx, 628, Prin~eton, •.
. N.:J. 0854.0. . , ·' . ,,
. . ·
': •a.
••

.· _USF Mo~he;s'CltJbwillmeetMon.," · •
N'ov. 27- at 2:_30 ' p.m: ar ·_Univer~iry .
Chapel • Fellowship. Mot~ers and
-mothets-in-law ' of University faculty
and ~r~ff are eligible to joi_n .
Secretaries Luncheon: Thur., Nov.
30, UC 256, $1.75. All secretaries are
invited. For reservations, call Diane,
ext. 279 l:
Open enrollment period for group
life insurance with American Bankers
· Life will be open Nov. 20-Dec. 13.
Individuals interested in enrolling
should contact Staffing and Employee
Relations, FAO 011 . Effective dare for
this enrollment period will be Jan_.,, l,
1973.
.
Nominations for the Career ·S~t-V:icc: __ ..
Senate Elections are now ~losed-~ ·J ·'; ·"
baliots are bei~g prepared. You .~ill -

.
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YOU TOO, CAN ENJOY THE HIGHEST

STANDARD .OF QUALITY
COUNT ON SPOTLESS TO
<
DELIVER THE BEST

~·

CRAFTMANSHIP AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES

San1tone
[rr(tfitd Moslrr Dr_y<lrrm,r

SPE.~IAL:

8 lbs: of bu.dge"t1.

•

.·DR.Y· CLEANING lor
(Good only Unive:r'sity-Plpza :Plant)
.
. .
. . ·-.. . .
"

~

;,..'··.: -- Dt;~dhne
~-,. ~· for: ~eg:E;et:~seekmg
·...-.- · ..' .students
. -· '· :rere1
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:~ -. \i.complete
· > · -•.·.- hsti11g
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?hr~u~~,.?Jl!~~rag~~gpro~~m· :__:::_: :~ ~- /Jr~w~_m has . _n~t, -I
(domg- ·-· r.esearth,-·,-:.:gomg: ., to :_, .~e!fi.a ra1sefor .theent1re~1x:.

-J~_-·g1v~}f1}e~Aifweii ~~r;-<vith ·,_· _semiriars_,~~)t~_clp<>~~ibi!y'.h~ ~\)yli't'~ ~ -~h-at' -: he ·.- ·has ·beeri -,
;1:.:y Bowets; he st?"t~the~ reasons ·. could . Jc~R :h1s . ·p<is1t19n.' ,,So
employ~ here, not even a cost
:~.· .· ·_for his terrh1n·_ation:_
.
.· "from -~ March. ·_.to . De_c_ember, . -- .of living-raise. _
.
"Ortw~in was taken but of' · pn:wein spent )1ii"free time 'at' . ·Ortwein 1S the lowest paic_l
· 1·program ow.ing . . the 1I-b ra!y,
· _goipg t~ mee_ting_s, _ -staff ~ember
t he -Funct1pna
in t he P._E. , , _
to lac}{ · of performance."
and doing everrthing possible
department. Even the new
(Rememb~r that he _ received
to . make '. himself .a more
teachers are getting $1,290 . ..
the highest student evaluations · qmilifi<;<l :instructor.
more ~than he is.
for this cour~e.)
Nine months later he was
Every ·year since Bowers
"Q~er · :.die- years Mr.
called_imo ijowers' office to be
became Director of Physical
Ortweiri'-s · cor:itribution has
told again that ·he would:- be
Education, he has receiv.ed a ·
' ·. beeif . l1inited to··. the ·area of
·term.irt:ited.. Bowers did . not
raise not less than $1,500; and :.:/-- t~n~is_:~f -:
ta~ghr .:: the
~~~~ :.-'.- / _v ~l~at~.. : O~tW~in) · not ·more than $3,400.
· · Functmnal . P.E;. · program, · upgradmg program, h1s:reason ·. : The Uni·ver_s ity Legal :
;:, .\yeigh~ · tra~ning'. arid special .· beii1g .-'~pr9gi'e$S i( h~rd { to.· Council is making Mr.
~-,'.-· _con.di~icm1pg;:-~nd has'. offered
ev.:~lu~te_:'! .. ·· · -,_ __ .. · . ·.' - : , _... ~ _O rtwein pay a $1,000 security
;}::'8~J~cijlgt~~~::~ours¢fas ,Jell.). . ,._, ·: ~()::this J s:..\yher!!/ ()_tt\v~in's ... ·.. _-.lJond :-undl his trial, to cover ,i
!~~•.z~;.;.·
.. ~-,~ ......
...
':' - ....... ·.) •~ ... - . :: .. ·/•'> .· , .;<";F~/- ~-~~,....-= •,· ;_ •.,.
_ . ,,.:.;~ · • ~ __ :...:-~ ~: ·, .-.: ~:· :·1; ~'.:z>-,f'• >-.:-· ·aord?Jllage done to a stud.ent. .
·_< ::;-: '
because of his bad teaching.
it~
I
·.:
; f':' •,. : :, -;, .,;~,;.:-:·-_;~. _.:~.-,.-:~: <.
. .. Mr. _P.hillip Ortwein . ha_s . .

I' . '

••·

beeri fig~ting_this"along_time,
can you 1magme what this has
done to his morale?
Get involved with this case,
go to his trial Nov. 27. Let's
force the admiriistration to
explain their actions, for_after
all, we're the ones who are
going to be -affected .

:
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TAKE--A TIP
FR.O M. SAN_TA
Saga is sure to please with ,
a meal plan t~ suit
anyone. Meal plans are on
saJe now for Quarter II .
.-

'

- · ·e :Uo
••

••

?

~

. · -.___FOR QT: -2
The Oracle news staff offers paid°
· positfons 'in Photogrqphy,
Reporting and desk work. Night
work and/or day. From $160 up
per .Q~r. ·Apply in LAN 46 9 or call
· 974-,-2619.
.

MEAL PLAN PRICES ARE AS FOCLOWS·:
.JO .MEAL Pl.AN· MONQAY BREAKFAST thro_u gh SUNDAY LUNCH
$1f9.3iJ + 7.57 tax= $196.91 ·
. ~:~ ' .... -__.... _:
-~,
.. .
"
. 15 MEAL PLAN · ·'-'ONDAY through FRIDAY
$1.71.73 + -6.87 tax= $178.60-

:· :-:•:·

:

12 MEAL PLAN · ANY 12 MEALS MONDAY through SUND Ay
$1·78.90 + 7.16 tax= $186.06

1() MEAL PLAN· ANY 1_0 MEALS MONDAY through FRIDAY
$161.73 + 7.16 tax= j168.20
Tickets may be purchased anytime for Quarter II or the remaini g Quarter I in '
Rciom 110A Andros

Happy Holidays
.
to All! ·

IMMEDIATEL
.
.

SAG.A
FOOD SERVICE
.. . . .. lo~ated in
- ~ -6

, _.

. , . . -~

-.. r~
,II.
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Brahm ans s\1\/im'to sudd-en
1

game · made play almost
impossible.
"I don't want to degrade
-Madison College may never
want to return to Florida after their play any," said Coach
yesterday's 2-1 sudden death Dan Holcomb of his
"but the rain
'
opponents,
- double overtime loss to USF.
Not that the loss was that equalized play. Technically _
bad, but last season when the · each one of our players is better
Virginia squad came to Rollins and if it was dry out there I
for a soccer game it rained for think we could have ·scored
.
two days and in yesterday's more goals."
The win didn't come easy
contest· a torrential downpour
that lasted nearly the entire for the Brahmans, however, as
By Dave Moormann
Oracle Sports Editor

USF did manage to score ·
first at 30 .minutes into the first
period as junior Frank Bono
took a head ball from Larry
Byrne and fired a shot into the
extreme right hand comer of
the net.
But the Brahmans didn't
enjoy the lead very long as
Madison came back with a goal
of its own. ·, two minutes later
the only one it could. muster
against Tom Steiqbrecher who
turned in another outstanding
performance as goalie.
The win enables USF to

the two teams battled through
the rain and wind to tie 1-1 at
the end o(regulation play. '
Then sudden death overtime
began with the first , team to
score declared winner or if no
one tallied after four 15-minute
overtimes, the teams' corner
kicks deciding the outcome.
After the first overtime, the
Dukes led one corner kick to
none but in the second extra
period the Brahmans exploded
for three corner kicks to take
the lead.
Then after 11 minutes were
gone in the overtime. Gavin
Turner stroked a corner kick to
senior Greg McElroy who
headed the ball in to •give USF
an opening round victory in its
drive to th~ college division
championship.
"We haven't been good on
\
corner kicks all year," said
Holcomb after .the game.
"We've practiced hard on them
but just can't seem to get them.
I can remember one up in the
West Virginia tourney that
would have won the game for .

Men's Vo lleyball
Delts 2, FlJI l
Alpha 3 West I, Alpha 2 West O
.
(forfeit)
Alpha 4 West 1, Alpha I West 0
(forfeit)
Lambda Phi Alpha 2, Omega Si Phi I
.
Lambda l 2, Theta I
Iota 2 2, Zeta I 0

Gavin Turner attempts to move ball

l~PORT

enter the second round of the .
NCAA Playoffs here today at
3 p.m. against Baltimore,
which beat Loyola on Sunday 7-1.
The Brahmans_ hav e faced
the • Bees once this season,
defeating them 5-?- in USF's
season opener and Holcomb
has mixed emotions about
playing them.
"We know how they play ,."
explained Holcomb," and there
are some reasons why I .want to
play them but the guys have
already beat them and they
might think · they can do -it
again."
· Tickets for the game are $2
for adults and $1 for students
with ID's. .

.

""10TORS

Inc,

IIBflJD

"Greg fashions himself as a
striker," the Brahman boss said
of the game's hero. "You can 't
say that he's lucky because he
just seems to be in the right spot
at the right time."
McElroy's goal ended a long
game which the Brahmans
completely dominated but
couldn't score thanks to the
Dt!kes All-American goalie
Alan Mayer who saved 21
shots.

Fiats Fantastic ·12 8 Sedan
Front Wheel Drive - 35 miles to a gallon!
Under $2000 ·
Sales, service
5804 North Dale Mabry
quality used
&
Tampa, Florida 33614
cars
Parts
Phone (813 ) 884-8464

Acareer in law ...
without law school.

. .. on raim slicked field in Sunday's win

·sooters offensiv e producti on
down duri,:,g regular ·season .
USF is enjoying one -of its
and 196 7 season respectively.
the
Last year's top man was Sean
finest soccer seasons in
O'Brien who tallied 12 but fell
eight years that the sport has
to 2 _goals this season due to
been at the school but if you
were t,o look at the statistics
mJunes.
Brahman assist leader was
you couldn't tell it. ·
sensation Larry
freshman
The leading Brahman scorer
during the· 8-3-2 regular season
Byrne, who Coach Dan
forward
junior
.was
Holcomb feels is destined to
become an All-American. TheGeorge Unanue, thanks to a
five goal performance against
forward from Dublin, Ireland
weeks
two
had four assists to his credit to
the Tampa Spartans
go along with seven goals and
ago.
made him the year's most
Unanue's total is the lowest
productive player.
leading figure USF has had and
· But like Unanue's total, the
it marks the first time the top
four assists is the lowest leading
· Brahman scorer has failed to
.
mark, tying Byrne with Bri;1n
reach double figures.
The most goals scored by 'a Holt who set the record in
Brahman booter has been 14 . 1965, USF's first varsity
'Season.
duplicated by Tim McEvoy
Also, ·two Brahman senior~,
and Phil Vitale during the 1966

Win

- ~alll/7 ~

us."

Oracle photo by Bill Phillips

•

When you tiecome a Lawyer 's Assistant ,
you 'll do work traditionally done by lawyers
- work which is challe~1ging , responsible
and intellectually stir,:iulating . Lawyer 's
Assistants are now so critically needed that
The Institute for· Paralegal Training can
offer you a position in the city of your choice
- and a higher starting salary than· you 'd
expect as a recent college graduate. Here·
is a career as a professional with financial
rewards that increase with your developing
expertise.
If you are a stu8ent of high academic
standing and are interested in.a legal
career. come speak with our _:epresentative .

Gavin Turner and Greg
McElroy moved in with the
top six Brahman socrihg
leaders with their performances
this season.
Although McElroy scored
only one goal this year, that a
big one against Howard, he is
fourth on the all-time list,
having socred 25 goals. in his
four years at the school.
Turger, with six points this
season, raised his total to 21 and
is now in sixth position on the .
list. Phil Vitale's 45 goals from .
196 7- 70 1s the Brahman
record.
McElroy is also fou'r th
among· the assist leaders with
nine although none of them
carrie this season.

.,
Contact the Placement Office.
A representative of The Institute
·will visit your campus on :

TUESDAY,NOVEMBER2 8
NOTE : If the above date is incon venient for yo u .
. please call o r write The Institute fo r information .

The Institute for
Paralegal Training
13th floor . 401 Walnut St .. Phila .. Pa . 19106
(215) WA 5-0905

UNDER .NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
& Unfur
ments ·Furnished
.
.
'

.....

9a·a-0037

RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYllNG

I

• 2 Pools- .

• Lalindry
• Recreation Room - Sauna
•Children&· Pets Welcome!

PH-9.71-3633
Appointments
Available · Nov"
.
. Di,ily 9-6
Thurs; & Fri. 9.:1:30

·13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA
> I

• In Process of Enlarging Laundry' .
& Improving Recreation· Room · · "'
• Full . Time lawn Care &: '-M 'ainten~nte Crew
• On Si ht Mana ement That Ca.res

fLE.TC+iE It.

1 mi1e . East of USF
n Fletcher Avenue
· o_
It

.

'
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Cager s ·poor in ·-e xhibit ion
The Green-Gold basketball ·
game Friday night was , a
typical first game. The players'.
timing was off, the tumovers
high -and the 74-57 winners of
co rites~ the more
"'JJ the
,no~experienced Green s_quad.
_ , ,(;i2· One thing the game did
1
. 'T1 q>rove, however, is that Arthur·
Jones, l.ast seas_on's_ MVP,
·,should.be even stronger during
,
the 1972-73 cage year.
The big 6-5 junior forward,

wasn't too happy ~bout the fast
playing for the Green t'eam, led
break offense of his team which
all scorers with 24 points,
had a combined total of 34l
hitting a neat 12 of 17 shots and
helping his teammates to a 54. 7 . turnovers.
"I wasn't overly pleased,"
per cent shooting averag~.
better . and - Williams said _following the
"He's" ' bigger,
.
contest. "We have some
more confident this ye~r," said
strengths ~e · have ·to make
top
his
of
Coach Don Willi;ims,
player. "He has good hands; , better use of," referring·
specifically to Jones and senior
they' re so big that he can
transfer Larry Berrien, "and
almost wrap them around the
·we're going to have to work on
ball and toss it in."
our offense and defensive
But other than that Williams
rebounding.
- "Our men ar.e working hard
Williams ·
individuals,"
-as
explained, "but we're going to ,
have to get them to work as a
defensive team-and weve got to ·
· smooth out our offense. "
A valuable link in the
Brahman offense, 6-9 - senior
center fke Robinson, missed
the contest due to an ankle
injury but is expected to return
to the lineup sometime this
week.
Friday's action sa'¥ _ the

.

\

Women's inter collegiate
basketball will soon get under
way, and coa~h'Jan~ Cheatham
is looking for recruits.
_Any ·undergraduate w~man
interested in playing - is
~ncouraged to ·attend a general
meeting; 2 p.m., Nov. 29 on
the first floor- of · the PE
Building.
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988-3390 .

' PHONE 986-140('

AGUILAR
CYCLE SALES
WE SPECIALIZE IN CHOPPERS
ALSO ·usED HARLEYS & PARTS
AND OTHER MOTORCYCLES
AUTHORIZED HODA1<A DEALER

ALS·o S and 10 SPEED BICYCLES
l MILE WEST OF 301

TAMPA, FLORIDA

ON FOWLER AVENUE

"SUGAR BOWL 1972"
- See fabulous New Orleans· ..
and attend the ·1972 Sugar Bowl
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LAN 472

Both will advance to regional ·,
competition slated for Jan. 9 in
Auburn, Ala., but USF will
not be there.
"It would just be a waste of
time and money for us to go up
· there,''. said Cheatham. "Since·
. _we haven't done extremely
- w e II i n o u r re g u l a r
tournaments, it's doubtful we'd
have much of a -chance. "
USF finished out its
tournament schedule with a 108 record, most of those wins
coming . in the Suncoa.st
lnvitiational. The Brahmans
were 6-0 . in that meet before
pulling 1-3 marks in both the
Florida State and Jacksonville
Invitational.

.
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5 Lines s1
{31 spaces ea.)

· Phil. Van Treese was the
only representative of USF's
Judo Club in this weekend's
Florida Judo Black Belt
Association Closed T µrney in
Miami and the · Brahman
heavyweight performed well,
winning second place in his
division.
The school's judo club fights
next on Dec. 1 and 2 in a ·local
meet.
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Wo/Tlen volleyb all ends;
,:,o post-se ason tourney

Women cagers
to meet

And, mosl of all - you' 11 save. The best
way to start is .to come
see! Today !

ORACLE
CLASSIFIEDS

,

the Florida Junior-Senior
Women's State VolkybaU
Tournament, and no postseason !Ourpament play ii)
sight. ·
"The kids played really
great," said Cheatham of her
squad's showing _ in the
Lakeland tourney·. "It was just
tlfat the competition was too
good f9r \is .. Florida State,
Flagler -and Jacksonville all
should be able to go to the
regionals in January."
· The Brahmans w.on their
·first match with Stetsori, 15-8,
16-14, before falling - to
Jacksonville, 15-7, 15-8, and
slipping mto ·the losers'
bracket.
There, they whi'p ped
Flor1da International 7-15, 1512, ·15-_1, before , being
eliminated • altogether while
Miami Dade South w~s tops
ampng.iunior colleges.

Excess Baggage is aptly
named for the kind of
. mere handise it sells.
Fahory over-runs,
discontinued styles,
samples for juniors
and girls . High fashion
now · ieans·, shorts,
tops and sets . You'll find much to choose
from, but we ; 11 not be
completely balanced.

players on the zone offense in
preparation for the opening of ..- _· ·
-the Brahman's cage season
Nov. 29 at Curtis Hixon Hall
e.
Col-leg
·_against-Ogletho-rpe

.. :du.ring action in Green-Gold gam~

USF's women's • volleyball
s~son ended last weekend, a
· lot sooner an·d unhappier than
last season encied.
A ·yea'r ago, USF's spikers
finished a supyrb sixth . in the .
nation while cori}p~ting ·only ·
. ·
on club status. · ·.
Brit this titne around, Jane
Cheatham's crew_finished up
the season with a 2-2 record at

FOR JUNIORS
AND GIRLS
SPORTSWEAR

Green squad Jump _out to a
quick 5-t> lead and :battle on
even terms w.ith the Gold
squad until Jones hit for eight
straight points late in the firs_t
haif to · give .t.. he eventual
winners a 3 3-2 7 half-time
advantage.
The second period began
with Jones scoring again and
from that point on the Green
squad methodically rolled
.
over their lesser .9pponents.
Even though the varsity
members of the Green tea!!! did ·
·
·not see a.zone de fense ·d urmg
the game Williams said he will
contin4e to work with his

Lone Brahman
finishes second
in jud-o tourney

Jack· James ·{32 ► slaps James Shoaf
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,Schizo phrenia analyst
Laing to talk tonight
R.D. Laing, one of the most
controversial psychiatrists aod
authors in the · world, will
lecture today at 8:3,0 p.m. in
LAN 103.
· Laing,. who has been labeled
a revolutionary and mystic
prophet, has sought out many
Ori~ntal philosphies, such as
yoga and Buddhism, to

combine with his analysis of
schizophrenia. He 1s among the
handful of doctors in the world
permitted to use LSD in his
work.
His maJor concern that
schizophrenia is not a disease is
pointed out in much of his
research. He contends that
schizophrenia~ might · be a

breakthrough -- just one way·
of seeing life, while normality
is another.
His, theraphy at London's
Kingsley Hall, a commune for
schizophrenics, is the basis for
much of the background
information. Therapists and
diagnosed psychotics lived in
the hall, which Laing helped
found in 1965, informally in
the belief that the traditional
I
•
medical model of mental illness
was s~cially naive.
Laing's psychoanalysis on
family and its potential for
the
Nader said he has adapted
pieces from the biography and doing harm is another
autobiography .of Pirandello, important facet in .his work.
The free lectur.e is sponsored
who he said feels " life is a•
the University Lecture
by
buffoonery and man is full of
Series . .
contradictions. ''

Nader to present
Pirandel lo wo_rlc
"The Man with the Flower
in His Mouth," a play by
Nobel prize winner Luigi
Pirandello adapted to chamber
theatre by Bob Nader of the
speech department, will play
Nov. 31 and Dec. lat 8 p.m. in
3
L~-~d~~ s.aid there is no real

R.D. Laing, Psychiatrist-author,

i

. will speak free fo the public tonight.

Tvvo-Jirst- ever exhibits
·t ~ shovv throug·h ·a tr .. 1
.

Two new exhibits have
recently been set up at USF.
. These exhibits are the first of
devoted to
their , kind
undergraduate· students of
photography and graphics ever to be displayed at USF.
An exhibition of the works
of graphics students at USF
. w~ll run through Dec. 6 in the
Teaching Gallery, open 8 a.m.5· p.m. Monday through
Friday.
The pieces on exhibit are in
c9lor and · black and white.
They include works done by
photo.lithography,
lithography, intaglio, photoengraving and silk-screening . .
· According to USF assistant
professor of graphics; John
_Catterall, the mephasis of the
display will be on the
versatility of both ideas and
graphics processes.
A display of photographs
by undergraduates at USF will
be shown through Dec. 6 in the.

I

Theatre Gallery, open Ba.m.-5
p.m. Monday through Friday,
and during performances in the
Theatre.
40
Approximately
photographs, mostly black and
white, have been selected for
the display from recent works
shot and processed by art
department students .

.:I'M
WAT~
POSTERS

BLA~K ·

CANDIES ~
~\FTS

~L lta.H,S

INCEN&E
1

The Three Stooges, Our
Gang, Mighty Mouse, Bugs
Bunny . and 1940s newsreels
will be presented today at 7,
8:30, and 10 p.m. in Eta 1
Lounge.
Admission to the five films is
10 cents.

UNIVERSITY
BICYCLE
CENTER

I

·

.

I

I

a

A bargain is bargain.
While you can see th e new 1973 Beetle is still at a nice low
p ri ce, you reall y can't b egi n to see the value until you know
what y ou're g etti ng for your mone y.
A warr~nty, for instance, that' s twic e what you get with any
o ther small car: 24 months or 24,000 miles.':'*
But then, we wouldn 't b e offering it if it weren't for our incredib ly finicky factory insp·ection : over tl00 inspettors poring
ove r more than 5,000 parts. lit sounds compulsive, but it's the
be st way to r-each perfection.)
And now, there's our new VW Compute_r Diagnosis system.
Meaning literally what it says: a brand new computer that's been
ins tall ed, or soon will be, in our -service area ready to be hooked
up to your car. The most advanced sarvite system in the world,
it checks vital service parts, via sensors and probes built into
critical areas, and spe ll s the results out in plain English . People
should have· it so good.
· Consider also our leg en dary resale value . When you compare
it with other cars cifter three years, it makes o ur $ 1999* ·sound
absolutely amazing. t
Everything adding up to one ~niportant point: the rs's a big
difference between being cheap, and being ,a qargain .

Few things in life ~rk as well as a Volkswagen.
• 1973 Volkswagen ~edon Ill suggested retail price, P.0 .E. l ocal taxes and other
.
dealer charges, if any, additional.
**If on owner maintains and services his vehicle in accordance w i th the Volks wagen maintenance schedule any factory port fo und to be defective in materia l
or workmanship within 24 months or 24,000 mi les, whichever comes first (exc,ept
normal wear and tear and service items) wil l qe repaired or replaced by any
U.S. or Canadian Volkswagen Dealer . And this will be dc,ne free of charge .
See you'r dealer for details.
tSource : 1969 manufacturers' suggested retail prices and 1972 overage used
car lot ri, toil prices os quoted in NADA Official Used Car Guide, Eastern Ed .,
© Volkswagen of America, Inc .
June, 1972.

RALEIGH
Franchised Dealer
SALES and SERVICE

220 E. Fletcher Ave
I

Bil1 Haskins Prop.

INSTRUCTION·

IN(

Stooges star

Open 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
PHONE 971-2277

.

-AMPLIFIERS
··
GUITAR
SHEET MUSIC
plot t~ the_ wo!k; . it simply
P~A. EQUIPMENT ·
_- Elec. Bas.s
moves ma ?ir~ctt_o n m terms of f ACCESSORIES
·
•
5 String Banjo .
i
mood ~nd mtens1_ty.
Ph. &988 . 1.19
Set m an all-mght cafe, the - ! 8898 56th .St. Temple Terrace ·
the -~ - -- • - • - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
involves
present;ition
COED FOUND IN BATHROOM
interaction of two persons, the
washing hands at
tnan with the flower in his
, · MENARD PAWN AND GIFT SHOP
mouth (David Snider),-and the
easy-going commuter
Real buys on new & used Merchandise
(Gregory Davis). Jan Powell
'14036 N. Fla. ·.Ave.
Phone 935-7743
will narrate.
The man with the flower in
his- mouth discusses !ife
situations with the easy-going
commuter, unfolding through
his myriads of discourses.

HOP ON

BEAN BA~ CH

·rG•-u,-,;~;--GR1$SEi-T'MUS1C'-·~~;A~~1 -

Courtesy of
CROSSLODE BOOKSHOP

2702 E. Busch Blvd.
Phone 932-4030

Birdsong Motors
11333 N. Florida ~venue
Tampa

AUTH ORIZED
DEALER

f \

•

I
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Concert foibles -d ivert audien.ce
· By Lisa Smith
Oracle Activities Editor

Much of Sunday's segment
of
the ·· Series · for
Contempo~ary~' Traditional
and . Experimental Music was
not good. And much of .it
deserves high praise.that almost
half th.os,~ ~at~ending cannot
give; ·almost half left at '
.
. ..
mterm1ss1on . .
Hammering at the brilliari"t
directio_n of Lukas Foss and
performances by Joey de
Oliverira and · Frederick Black
were detrimental factors which
i suspect.could be summed tip
as poo~ choice of material.
The opening Stravinsky, "In
Memoriam Dylan Thomas,"
launched the program well.
Although the two quartets,
trombone and stri_ng, could
have played better, Black's
tenor solo of Dylan's "Do Not

Go Gentle mto That Good
Night" was superb: both
sensitive and well-sung.
· The following two pieces,
Foss' "Ni Bruit_ni Vitesse" and
Toru Takemitsu's "Seasons"
keyed the evening down
. cons.ider,ably. Both very planar
pieces, designed with little
latitude of sQund other than
obtrusive · dissonances and
grinding squeals, the pieces are
best described as constructed,
rather than composed, and not
often well constructed at that.
i
Foss' work employed some
inventive experimentation in
prepared piano, a technique ·in
which objects are put into the
piano w_orks; hut it was
diversion, . not att., and · often
effect only for effect's sake.
The T akemitsu work was
fai- worse, with intermittent
weather, · sports · and general

believe-it-or-not reports (inaudible at times), and toocasual, spaced percussion
work.
, Fre_nzied piano by de
Oliveira, aphonic flutes, and
unrhythmed but tense pace
m,af.ked' t he Sant or o piece ,
"lntermit~ncias IL" Santoro
started the concert on its long
roll back uphill. De Oliveira's
keyboard work was effected
sometimes with an entire fist
and · sometimes with harp-like
motions on the instrument's
strings. Foss directed a chamber
orchestra i~ Theorore
Antiniou's "Threnos, to the
memory of Igor Stravinsky,"
the ·1ast piece. His spasmodic
ar.m gestures · syVelled the
players from the tremulolJS
crescendos to mellifluous,

flattened trills. The percussion
and wood)Vinds, notably)
excell~d.
The Music Department's Orchestra
the New
Repertory deserves applause
on most counts for its generally
good performance.
The·- last concert of the
N ovembet duster of the Series

for

REVIEW
1.

by Lisa Smith

The best of the films are
evenly split in a .two-to-two
J atio of serious to comic, -with
the more · grave subjects cut
with a heavy dose of realism,
and the more-humorous treated
with whimsy, riot bizarrences.

TV h_·_.__.

8 p.m., · Ch. 13-Movie-. Ian
8 p.m., Ch. 8 -- Movie- Fle,ming's children's fantasy
Hollywood's most honor'ed about a flying car. "Chitty,
dramatic musical, "West Sid~ Chitty, Bang, Bang," starring
Dick Van - Dyke
·Story."
- 8:30 p.m., Ch. 10-Movie• 9 p.m., Ch. 3-lnternational
Emmy winning "Brian's · Pt:rformance-Ravel's
opera
Song," the story about the
ballet, "The Spellbound
relationship between . tw:o · Child," a children's fantasy.
football players, Brian Picco-Io
9 p.m., · Ch. 10-College
and Gale Sayers.
Football-Texas A and M
9:30 p.m., Ch. 3, 16:-Black
Aggies vs. Texas Longhorns.
Friday
Journal- an urban America
series of cities' profiles tonight,
11:30 p.m., Ch. 10-In .
St. Louis.
Conce_rt-special late nighi
1 i:30 p.m-., _Ch. 10-Let's
concert with Alice Cooper, Bo
Celebrate- a. special f~aturing . Diddley, Seals and Crofts and
. satirical revues and pop music Cu_rtis Mayfield.
i::oncerts.
Today

1

les

"The Shooting Gallery,"
Miro s la v
Stepan e·k 's
contribution was outstanding
in its force of impact.
Stepaned's
parallels
were
obvious from his title, equating
the odd and horrifying social
restraints on life to the
contemporary drug problem,
and relating the flattening,
two-demensional effect · of
both.
"The Further Adventures of
Uncle Sam" was another form
of parallelism - also obvious but not quite as interesting:
relying strictly on "Yellow
Submarine." The plot and
animat_ion 'deserve a great deal
of credit, but the satire (if it was
indeed satire) failed
somewhere.
"To Speak or Not to Speak"
was also striking in its point.
Almost of necessity, however,
it became cloaked in its own
repetmous means: . The
depiction of mass media as foe
of art became far too extended
· in length and nearly
distracti1_1g.
"Eggs," by John Hubley, .
was w:ell-animated and cleverly
done, portraying life and death
as a caustic husband-wife duo
who decide human destiny.

. Q'(
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JACKSON'S Bl·CYCLE STORE
· 114 Buffalo Ave Phone 232-0661 ·
1-75 South to Buffalo Exit - ½ Block West of Fla. Ave

-Gitane
-Montarino
-Kalkhoff

TOP QUALITY BIKES IN
SHORT "SOPPLY,
DON'T WAIT Tlf WE'RE
.

·soLD OUTI.

-Miami Sun
-Vista
-Columbia

BE AWARE
, Sorority Rush Sign-Up
U.C. lobby
10:00 - 3:00

_Animated shorts .escape
.absurd, treat - realism
Animated films are often
victims of tp.e zealous euphoria
which accompanies a jump into
the total absurd, away from the
realities of videotape and
Hollywood films.
Such . was seldom the case,
happily, ·with the 20 short
animated films presented as the
''Sixth International T oumee
Of Animation," presented
Nov. 17-19 by the Film Art
Series.,

for Tradi-tional; Contempory
and Experimental Music will
be an evening with Mozart,
Britten, -and Reynolds as
played by the USF F acuity:
-String Quartet tonight at 8:30'.
in the.Theatre. T 1,c½ets ~f~ $7,
and are available through 9}e
Theatre :Box Office, ext. 2323.

Even·· a turkey
<

,.

dressed in
·setter Half
clothes looks

-90,odl

Wednesday

8 p.m., Ch. 3-How Do We ·
Get There . from Here to ·
There? - urban transportation
problems are reviewed iri part
on_e qf a three-part series.
Thursday

a.m., .Ch.
13Thanksgiving Day Parade.
9

10:30 p.m., Ch. 8Thanksgiving Day Parade.
,, 12 p.m. Ch. 8-Pro footballNew York Jets vs. _Detroir ·
Lions.
12 p.m., Ch. 13-Rqbinson
Crusoe-cartoon version of the
classic.
_ 2:lf p.m., Ch. 10- College
Football-Oklahoma Sooners
vs: Nebraska Cornhuskers.
3:30 .p.m. , Ch. 13,..Pro
football-San Fransisco 49'ers
vs. Dallas Cowboys.

Jeans

TWO STORES
10024 N. 30th-

Ta mpaPH. 971-4254

946 W. Brandon
Brandon
PH. 685-3229

· Hours·: 10-8 Monday - Friday

.
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Real Estate

RIVERF·R ONT
12 pound large black bass are
ight at your back door when
~
· you move -into this immaculate
. i=,are conditioned C/B home.
You can take your boat and
sail all _the way to Hillsboro
State Park if you wish. Home
has,twoextra large bedrooms,_
grain panelled living room
overlooking the river. Situated
on a spacious high and dry
110 c 230 ft. lot. Incredible but ·
true. This one is priced at only
$18.500. Financing availalbe.
Zoned commercial.
µ

RIVERFRONT
It's a brick beauty locate~
below the dam, so if you wish
you can take your boat and
take a trip to Clearwater or
even Galveston if you so
desire. Located in a quiet,
settled neighborhood and it's
perfect for retire~s. Features
two bedrooms, Florida room
and other goodies foo
numberous to mention . Also
comes completely furnished in
Early American $26,500 is the
price. Can be financed.

CANAL FRONT
/

Two 12 x 55 ft. furn ished
mobile homes out in the
boondocks, but still OIJIY a
seven minute drive to USF.
Canal leads into the Hillsboro
River at it's most beautifu l
point. Live in one and let the
other make your payments.

MOON LAKE

Misc. for Sale
CHARCOAL PORTRAITS make
good Christmas presents. l do them ·
from 10 minute pho~o sittings, finished
in one week. $5, $ I 0, $20 sizes. Special
family rates. Call Lois 238-4225 or
238-487 l,
.
Puzzle Rings, 4 thru 17 bands, sterling
silver, gold. Makes a fine gift, SB and
up. Coma.ct: Tracy 971-024.V when
home. Christmas is near!
Adventure, solitude. Cal 21' Sailboat,
completely equipped, perfect cruising
or racing for couple. # HOO. Financing
available, 223-9094.
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
SCUBA GEAR. Tank, ~eg., Lg .
wetsuit, backpack, knife, wt. belt, fins ,
snorkel, mask , totebag. ExceUentcond.
Cost New $386. Will sell as a set $250.
Ph. Mike 971-3401
This is your LEVI store. We have
denium & corduroys in regulars &
B.E;LLS. Also, boots, shirts & wester~
hats. Only l 0 min. from campus
Bermax Western Wear 8702 Nebraska.
Boys Model Raleigh IO speed for sale.
Like _new $85. Phone 223-5185. if
interested, ask for Karen.
UNDERGROUND COMIX
"Largest selection in Tampa"
SURVIVAL BOOKWORKS
Corner of 123rd Ave. & ebraska
Open every da y-I I a.m.- 7:30 p.m.

, Motorcycles
& Scooters
19 71 Honda CL4 50 Excellent runnfng
condition, . new battery and helmet.
$750 after 5 PM 932-5621.
· 1970 Yamaha 250 DT-1 , low mileage,
great condition. $450 or best offer. Call
9,88-799 l.
YAMAHA 350, Excellent cond. 1971
5575 or best offer. C°'all 977.5453· or
977- 5362, or go to Fontana-room
534.
G reat for school. 90 Kawasaki, 8
months old, helmet, rack, rain suit,
blinkers. Call· 238-6180 before · 8:30
a.m. and after 4:30 p.m.
-

70 x 130 ft. lot out in the
boondocks 40 miles from

Lost & Found

· NOWHERE, 3 blocks from
Moon Lake with boating,
fishing, and skiing rig-hts to
nine other lakes in the area.
Widow lady is sick and tire~ of
paying high taxes of $8 a year
and sez, " Sell now for

MISSI G -Large white and brown
Russian Wolfhound. Reward! Call Jeff
at 2645 or Melinda at 932-9943.
Lost-Standard Riff-Ra.ff Pointer with
large black spot on his left side and a
dark head. Last seen Wed . Nov . 8 on
USF campus. A ny information
PLEASE! 97 )-4031
Lost: one large gold erring in or ~ear
Language-Literature. If found leave
with Marilyn, English Dept.

$1,400." '

.

BUILDING LOTS
We , have several very nice
building lots just south of Bus~h
Blvd . in t he Tample Crest area.
· Prices range from $1,000 to
$4, 000. Call for more
informa'tion.

WE LOVE YOU
3

bedroom, 1 bath, Florida
Room and large spacious
kitchen. All furnished in native
Knotty Pine. Situated ~n a high
and dry 100 x 165 ft. lot which
is 1'.:0mpletely fenced. Owner
will sell below FHA appraise!
of $12,750 and pay all loan ·
closing costs.

POOL HOME
See this lovely 3 bedroom, 2 ½
bath, Florida room- home on
Riverhills Drive with rental unit
attached that rents for $85 per
month.
Kitchen comes
equipped with built-in range
and oven, . refrigerator &
plenty of cabinets. larg.e living
room has gas fireplace that
really works. This dream
homes comes fully furnished
and at· a low price . of only

$23,900.

CALL TODAY

IT WON'T LAST LONG

BAKE~ REALTY
· 988-1252
7828 N. 40th Street

For Rent
URGE T -Must Sell by Dec. IFontana Hall contract Qtrs. II & Ill.
Call Debi, 935: 5 l 00. 235-092 1.
Large new 2BR duplex, all paneled.
Utility room, all electric, w/ w carper,
AC. Water, garbage included. Temp le
Terrace area, $160. Petless. 255-8261.
LA
MAN CHA
DOS
APARTMENTS
$ 751mo. (per person)-ind. all util.
Several va.cancies now. Furn. luxury
towntiouses, 4 Br 2 full baths.
Roommates provided by us. 2. pools,
tennis·, billiards, etc. Shag carpet, Cent ..
HI A, g-arbage disposal, private p;itio ,
balcony. I Bile from campus off
Fletcher on 42nd St. 971-0100.

Mobile Homes
1970 12 x60 Capella Mbbi le Home. 2
Bedrooms, central H / A with carpet
and exceptional furn. and app liances.
Low dn., assume $11 l mo. 986-28H
after 6 p.in.
1972 Academy- Red Span. Int. 2
Bdrm/ I 8th - I~ nice park/ pool, pets
OK - 15 min. from USF. Assume my
p~yments $97.00 Call 872-7001

TV, Radio, Stereo

0

Travel
ortunities

Drivers needed for driving car from
Miami to Tampa. For futh er
information call Olins Rent-A-Car ,
~rampa 876-5114.
Ride along to Dubuque, IowaNov~mber 24 , or 25-Keep driver
AWAKE. Call Steve after 8 p.m. 9851508

Musical
Instruments.
Gibson J-160£ Flattop Ac~ustic
Guiter and case. Excellent condition.
Sunburst finish. Call 988-2019 after 6
p

Personals
FATIGUED
POOR
CONCENTRATION? Pick up your
free symptom survey form. Free
nutritional counseling. Try our 35
gram Protein "Smoothie" . .Monroe
Health Fqods 11103 N. 56th St. TT
988-5000 I ¼ mi. USF.
Want some info, or just rap: We meet
your needs. Both Male and Female
available. WOMEN'S LI NE 9742556,
HELPLINE 974-2555
Leisurely Floridians-Group planned
tours at reduced rates. So. America,
Madrid. Dinner theaters, travelogues ,
Caribbean Cruises, Disney World, Las
Vegas. 25 7- 1471.
R-Eadi morning when I awaken ·
and see your smile
I realize how dear to me you are
And I love you more ...
Puddin' Head.

Help Wanted
Sales Personnel, Clerks, Stockboys:
men & women, P-time & Fu ll-time.
Apply between 2-4 p.m. eve~yday at
Swiss Colony Store, Floriland Mall,
Florida Ave. & Busch, Tampa."
Male type-Mus t be over 2 1. Willing to
work evenings 6-1 2. Various duties
(cleaning, cooking, counter service) .
See Jerry, 8864 56th St.
Busboys and waitresses 21 & over.
Apply Mrs. -Mims after 4:30,
Causeway Inn South.
MEN OR WOMEN wanted for
permanent part rime employment
taking inventory in grocery, drug and
variety stores. Reply RG IS Inventory
Specialist, 5445 Mariner Street, Suite
no. 208, T ampa, Florida, 33609.

.

Roommate wanted to share a 2
bedroom, I V2 bath townhouse. W/ W
· carpeting, central air. Male,· 23,
Account Manager., grad student. S 120
each. Bill Scholz 626-_2 I 36.
Roommate needed for Dec. 1st, to
share 2 bedroom ·apt. with male-V2mile
from ca_mpus-central ' air-no depositRichard Davis, 971-7202 .

Scuba class over Xma's break. 33 hr.
course-NAU! certificatioh . Furnish
own gear. Limit l 0 students, $40. Call ·
Automotive
Mike 971-1473
TYPIST experienced. Electric
PRI VATE lNOIVIOUAL MUST typewriter with carbon ribbon. Pick :up
SELL: 1971 Datsun 5 _IO wagon, and delivery service. 949-60 l 8.
automatic, radio, heater, 'like new,
L.S.A.T.
appointment 974-6593 , ask for Jim in
COMPLETE REVIEW'COURSE
9
.
'
1968 TRIUMPH TR250, red wire Small Group Instruction By Specialists
wheels, good condition, low mileage. In Their Respective Fields. LAW
ADMISSION
IS
Must Sell, $1595 Call John 974-6366 . SCHOOL
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE.
VW Engine, completely rebuilt with
BE PREPARED!!
extras, _asking $225. Call 876~915 7
American Education Services Tampa
evenings.
977-5290. If no answer call Miami
1972 Toyota Corona 4door. Excellent \:ollect l-305-651-3880.
condition. Must sell. Jim 977-5514.
TYPING SER VICE IBM Selectric.
Price is right.
_Termpapers, manuscripts, thesis,
1962 PROSCHE 356B, convertible.
letters and other. 10 min. from USF.
. Been looking for a collector's item like
Call Lore SchmQII 971-2673.
this? Call Tom, 974-2181 , Mon .-Fri.
THINK PHOTOGRAPHY. Plan '
or 839-2902 after 6, and on weekends.
no~ for Holiday Gifts. Creative
$2,000.
distinctive · i:ortraits , . weddings.
1970 MG Midget convertible, radio , Personal photo cards. Art photo prints.
heater:, wire wheels, micheliri, radials. Mike 1.ampbell Ph: 233-3561.
Must sell. Sacrifice $1600. Call
TYPING
evenings & weekends 971-2292 .
Secretarial Service
By owner-'69 Plymouth Barracuda.
Good Work for Less
Less than 20,000 miles . In new
Campus Pickup and Delivery
condition. F ull y equipped. Powe1
933-4814 or 932-4132
steering, brakes. A/ T, R/ H, a/ C.
TY PI G - FAST,
EAT.
ew rjres. $) 750 872-8934
VW 1971 Squareback, air, automatic ; ACCURATE. All types of work . .
ina Schiro, 11110 N . 22nd. St. 971transmission, radio, mint condition ,
less tha l ff,000 mi., still under waranty , .2139. lfno answer, 235-3261.
$2400 cash: Phone evenings or CA RSON OPTICAL - 11710 Fla.
weekend 935-0166 May be seen at
Ave. 935 - 7854 . E yeg la ss RX.
31 I 5 Samara Dr., Carroll wood area , Sunglasses & photography; plastic or
Tampa.
hardened lenses · made. Go ld wire
'68 Honda 305, rebui lt, bored out to
frames & fas hioned frames . Duplicate
350. Also '67 Cutlass convertable, . broken lenses & repair frames .
Pl S, FM, good running condition.
TYPING NEEDED? Just call the
Call 985-19 10.
"Square" Secreta'ry. It's an IBM

Fast accurate typing at reasonable rates.
Adler Office Electric, Pica Presidential
type, cloth or carbon ribbon . Call Jan
now before the rush. 23.3-5251.

['i 0

GJ [:JTHEATRE

NEBRASKA AT FOWLER •

RATED
sex

Opportunity for· fret!' ·Toom &
MUST "SELL: Fisher 600-210 watt ·
refrigerator raid privileges for
amp.,Girrard SL95 turntable, with
Empire cart, and 2 Fisher XP-9 3-way · responsible male student in exchange
speakers. Original $ I 000 system for · for occasional' evening driving . About
10 min. from USF, Eureka Springs
only $500, 971-2456 evenings.
area. For info. Call Dr. Eichhom-2583 .

•••

Midnight
Shows FRI. & SAT.
Continuous Shows from 11 :45 AM

SALES
COLLEGE GRAD

Need 3 people to share expenses on 2
bdrm. apt. starting Dec. I for Qtr. Ill ½ mi. from USF. Avg. costper'person
$65 mo. For more inform~tion call
988-3626, Rick Miller.
.
-

•

Schoolgirls

Janitors-part-time, morning work 6:30
AM-9:50 AM,.also have opening night
work 6-9 PM, job located ½ mi. from
USF, apply 308 Tampa St., Rm 279
between 6- 7 PM only.

Apts & ' Houses
to Share

typewriter-Pica or Elite type size as
needed. 254-5463 or 879-5581.
FREE L.S.A.T. Prep course in
exchange for assistance in promoting
L.S.A.T. program Call/ Collect I- •
305-651-3 880. American Educational
Services.

Services Offered

MA N AGEMENT
AT
MACDONALD 'S
Attention G raduates: Due to our rap id
_ expansion we have select openings fo r.
people who desire careers in fast food
service. Good salary, group insurance,
paid vacations, profit sharing and a
chance to advance with · # 1. Contact
Mr. David in Clearwater, 44 7-3362 . ·

Sales Mgmt. opportunity, full time
only, with one of the fastest g rowing
College Mkg . Div. in the country. Two
·year training program leads to
$20,000+income. If you are successful
in your present job but lack
opportunity,
advancement
and
income potential, call (813) 879-4550
Ext. 470, 11 / 20-11 / 24, 9 am to 4 pm
or write: Mr. Bill Pickering · Asst.
Regional Di rector, AETNA Life &.
Casualty Ins. Co. Ca rrer Division, P. 0 .
Box 2296'il, Tampa, Fla . 33622

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM Selectric - Statistical Data ,
Dissertation, Thesis, Resumes, Term
Papers T urabian, Campbell, USF References-Gloria 884-1969.
·
Young male fox seeks se-rvices of
female fox . Call Zeke 986-2247.
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~ Offer expires
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Nov. 30
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MENU *M
OFF
ITEMS
Limit one per customer per ~ti
meal with this coupon
i} N.

11!
~

ALL . I/
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~
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FLORIDA

~nd shrimp ... and Bonanzaburgers
... and ...

EDNINZI SIRLOIN PIT~'
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SAV-E $70 !-.
ONI C-H OME
ELE-CTR OPH
.
E·NT ERT AINI VIEN T
STE REO SOU ND SYS TEM
'

. regularly 269.95
•

19 9.8 8
-

'

I

Right! $70 off and, here's what you get: .An FM/ AM /FM stereo
150-watts IPP radio with a beautifully styled blackou f dial, Built~in 8-track
tape player. Profession al Garrard turntable with diamond stylus .
Separate bass, treble, balance and volume controls . Deluxe 8-speaker air
suspension audio system in two enclosures . PLUS stereo headphone s for
personal listening, 2 8-track tapes, 2 LP records 'and dust cover.
Sound Cehter
SHOP TODAY 10 'TIL 9 -: 30

FLORID A

{(,)

